ELASTOMERIC SEAL (EFE-400 SHOWN)

A

Wabo® CRETE PARKING SERIES ELASTOMERIC
CONCRETE W/ MASTERSEAL 940 EXPOSED
TEXTURED SURFACE. COLOR: GRAY

FIELD INSTALL SEAL USING
WABO® PRIMA-LUB ADHESIVE

FINISHED SURFACE. RECOMMENDED
MBCC MASTERSEALTRAFFIC
COATING SYSTEM (TERMINATE @
WABO® CRETE)

TYPE "E" STEEL EXTRUSION W/
SINUSOIDAL ANCHORAGE

A + 12" [13]

4 12" [114]

Wabo® CreteStripSeal (Model:SSS) DETAIL
SLAB TO SLAB CONDITION
NOT TO SCALE

Notes:

1.) Please contact WBA for information on splices, terminations, transitions, and additional details
concerning adjacent construction.
2.) Minimum and maximum values shown on dimension chart are the limits for proper system
performance. Unless otherwise noted, the dimension shown at "A" Mid is the recommended
installation joint opening.
3.) The system and all mechanical components are supplied to accommodate 20 foot section lengths.
If required, please consult with a WBA representative for the types and quantities of any chemical
components needed for proper installation.

( ) - DENOTES MILLIMETERS
DIMENSION CHART
PROFILE

4) Coverplate recommended for "EFE" style seals where pedestrian traffic is expected. Contact WBA
for additional information.

MODEL

"A" @ MIN

"A" @ MID

"A" @ MAX

Total
Movement

EFE-400

1/2"(13)

2-1/2"(64)

4-1/2"(114)

4"(102)
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